
West Coast LEAF Family Law Project Scenarios are based on true stories – the real, lived experiences of women 
navigating BC’s Family Law justice system. This story has happened and is happening to a woman in BC. 

 
 

A applied for and was 
denied legal aid twice.  

The first time, LSS 
found that there was 

no violence in the 
relationship, but the 

second time they 
found that there was 

violence in the 
relationship but A did 
not qualify because 
she made $200 over 

the income limit. 

During the trial 
A had to cross 

examine M 
about the sexual 

and physical 
abuse she 

experienced in 
the relationship 

with him. 

Case Scenario #1 
A’s Experience with the Family Law System 

 
A described her relationship with her ex (M) as one of sexual and physical 
violence.  A and M had a daughter. A was the primary caregiver of the child and 
M had been absent for most of their daughter’s life.   
 
When they first attended court in January 2006, neither party had legal 
representation.  M sought joint guardianship but A was granted sole custody and 
guardianship.  The judge reasoned that the break up was so severe and 
communication in the relationship too broken down for an order of joint 
guardianship.  M was granted supervised access to their child in Vancouver and 
was ordered to pay $83.00 a month in child support.   
 
That order remained in place until A made plans to move away from British 
Columbia.  M’s parents became involved and retained a lawyer for their son.  A 
applied for and was denied legal aid twice.  The first time, LSS found that there was no violence in 
the relationship, but the second time they found that there was violence in the relationship but A did 
not qualify because she made $200 over the income limit.   
 
M applied to vary the existing custody order and oppose A’s move.  At their first appearance on this 
matter A was unrepresented and M’s lawyer was present.  A raised her safety concerns in her 
affidavit and to the judge at this first appearance.  M’s lawyer alleged that A was a drug dealer and 
that she intended to kidnap the child.  The lawyer asked for a restraining order against A.  A and M 
attended a case conference in which the judge focused on the importance of a father’s relationship 
with his child.  M’s lawyer asked for a s.15 psychological report.  A had already quit her job and 
given notice to her landlord when the report was ordered. As a result of the order, A experienced 
homelessness, unemployment and poverty.  

 
Before the trial, A was advised by Duty Counsel that mobility would be the 
only issue because guardianship and custody were settled.  A reviewed the 
case law (including the LEAF case of Gordon v Goertz) preparing 
arguments on the issue of mobility.  A was given a pink slip which indicated 
the date of her trial, the courtroom and that the hearing would be 5 hours.  
A arranged childcare accordingly; she did not understand that there would 
be a lengthy lunch break splitting up the 5 hours of court time.  M’s lawyer 
used up much of the time in court and when it came to A’s turn she had to 
pick up her child from child care.  
 
A had no friend in the courtroom with her. Her current partner had been 
called by M’s lawyer as a hostile witness which meant that he could not be 
with her in the courtroom and she had to stand up alone, without legal 
representation, against her former abuser.  During the trial A had to cross 
examine M about the sexual and physical abuse she experienced in the 
relationship with him. She also had to cross examine his parents, his friend, 

his new partner and a child psychologist she had hired years prior to work with her daughter.   
 
The judge did not agree that the only issue before the court was mobility.  He ordered that she could 
not move away from British Columbia and that M would get joint custody and extensive access.  The 
judge did not accept A’s affidavit evidence because it was not signed.  A did not realize that the 
Affidavit needed to be sworn and still wonders why the clerk at the courthouse didn’t tell her that.  


